
Voices in Fashion pitch for physical events 
NYTypical, Fashionably Late Physical Events 

 



Who is the Founder 
My Name is Damilare Yusuff, Former Business Development Manager -  

Ad Man and Salesman for 10 years collectively - Work Experience 

Trained in Computer Animation -  

Practised in  

Architecture  

Product Design and  

Industrial Design 

Published Author 

 

Library of African and Eurocentric studies - Well endowed knowledge in fine art and 

innovative technologies  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Melancholy-Maelstrom-Diary-Silver-Linings-ebook/dp/B07Y5QSWQM


About VIF INCEPTION 
Started Voices in Fashion - ViF in 2021 Amidst the Pandemic -

Organised conversations around 


- Nigerian Fashion, 

- Sustainability conversations

- Fashion Week

- Fashion Pedagogy

- Making Money in Fashion

- Starting your Fashion Business


Details of Voices in Fashion 
@Voices_in_fashion (Instagram) Is a community space where I hold diverse 
conversations for the express reason to expand the global fashion conversation in 
Business, Design, News and Communications. 

	 - Voices in Fashion has done over 100 Social Audio Rooms from January 2021 
to Present

	 - Attracting; Editors, PR Specialists, Fashion Consultants, Designers and LVMH 
Nominees. 

	 - And now Twitter Spaces where the conversations continue via (@damilare_arah 
@voicesinfashion ).


Periodic Social Audio rooms based on fashion news. 

voices_in_fashion creates fashion conversations for the open-minded, with the intent to 
deliver the most value possible.

ViF rooms like to break down the industries usually dense barrier made to keep people 
out and bring through voices that wouldn't otherwise get a say. 

Everyone is knowledgeable in something from the team to the audience and we like to 
hear people talk on what they know most, at any learner/experience level.

From Student to Industry veteran there's always something to offer. 

http://instagram.com/voices_in_fashion
http://twitter.com/damilare_arah
http://twitter.com/voicesinfashion


VIF COMMUNITY GROWTH  
Voices in Fashion is Actively Diverse and the numbers show 

30 Days (February 2022) 

  

  

   



VIF COVERAGE 
Attracted Editors from Harpers, Elle, Vogue, - Journalists from Around The world 
Attracted Designers at Margiela, Givenchy, Burberry 
Attracted Buyers, Merchandisers in Saks, Bergdorf, Selfridges, Etc 

Voices in Fashion's mission today is to Expand the global fashion conversation further than 
Eurocentricity -  

Captivating a Subequatorial audience, delivering exposure and knowledge in Design, Business, 
News, Style 

Voices in fashion 

https://www.crfashionbook.com/fashion/a35937278/clubhouse-fashion-criticism/


Fashionably Late 

Fashionably Late is the Growing Arm of Voices in Fashion hosted by NYTypical to 

accommodate for further connection in physical locations, to see art, meet people and 

network with people that do what you love  

The effect of my curation and vetting process of people to weed out snobbery and 

elitism by being one of the foremost Fashion Conversationalists 


